Zeroing Event

Phenomenology of the Feral

So Just Fault
Out of the pewter, I handed over my bottle of pills.
Longing is pyriform.
Eyes light blue, no grey, but the lines appeared clearly like the winter coat for horses are cold.
Please sing again putting on our coats: chaos, cognitive unconscious, compost pile.
Depression surprises with boredom the long hours of orange light.
Tell me what you would say about transparency versus opacity in therapy and poetry and butter.
You age gain, the paring knife is beautiful.
Food being the opposite of sex if you say so, then the recipe.
There is hot narrative here.
Purr with hair like my eleventh grade english teacher.
I want to feed you a pear, slice by slice, you see a peer really?
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We, Our Perishable Food
The first summer I lived in Iowa it was so hot I fantasized about climbing into the refrigerator.
So much corn dried up and died. Two years later, I was listening to a radio station in Indiana
called Korn! It was the first time I had ever heard someone with a New Zealand accent sing along
to country music. When we got off the highway for dinner, our waitress confused vegetarian with
lesbian. We counted water towers on the drive back to Iowa City. If you put a physicist and a
biologist in a car together for nine hours, then they will find something to quantify. For the first
time, I’m not summering in the midwest. Now does not one sick hen sound like one second?
Book alive like a bird, they had to kill five million chickens on a farm in north western Iowa
because of bird flu. These hens are little more than one percent of the nation’s egg layers, yet there
may be consequences, the Iowa Poultry Association Executive Director said. Which came first the
chicken or the egg?
Which came first the ribosome or the protein?
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Wobbles!
Which came first: the ribosome or the protein?
Oh wow ribonucleoprotein now.
Biological definition of life is the lie of the molecule, the RNA world hypothesis.
Base all ways, small subunit is the reader;
Large subunit is the joiner.
Experiments all: store your RNA as DNA as it is more stable. Before
Searches

!
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Something Wilder than Iowa
Would be a tall experiment.
You are on a pear.
We, our perishable food, refrigerators white, like eggshells protect.
After the ford model
T was introduced, refrigerators cost more than cars for many years.
On machines and
pollution, think of the air, think of the increasing concentration of carbon monoxide before the
two-way catalytic converters created carbon dioxide.
A refrigerator is not a
Faraday cage, but a microwave is.
Physical chemists accidentally melted chocolate
bars with microwaves in the laboratory.
Books taste like chicken: bone white, fat
light, muscle is surprising me.
To sing the incubator more effective for bacterial
growth, because those plasmids slow them down.
The rhyme, the White was laboratory
and mentor, and the white refrigerator.
The experiment time, I’m not falling and
fully grown yet planning.
Please said.
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Butter the Child of the Corn and Trees Not Found in Iowa
Third time’s a charm, a day old corn muffin, a savings of fifty percent.
Southern corn muffins are savoury and ivory
Northern corn muffins are now, sweet and honey.
The sun and the blank page only egg-like. My eyes are toasted corn muffin brown;
his eyes are not cornflower blue.
White plastic teeth frown at the extra butter nose.
Why did my friend hide my travel mug in the refrigerator?
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Too White to Photograph
An orgasm is like a refrigerator found on the side of the road,
the water on white blinds.
This is my refraction,
my change in direction of propagation a wave.
I am due to change its medium of transmission.
My sport utility vehicle has a continuously variable transmission.
Mean then while the rain colours,
dark things should just be black and not blue.
Kind of you to conserve the energy
to conserve the momentum kneeling.
To bind, the ribonucleic acid forms a kink-turn motif. Recognition is thus biting.
This is reflection: Susan White,
“our goal is to understand how some of these irregular structural features contribute to the
thermodynamic stability of the RNA molecule and function as sites for protein recognition.”1
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Ihadafriend
What is the wildest thing you could do?
Idha said. Have you read my
Letters yet? She said. Are you ok?
Dear rest, and the three cats sank.
Emu who is my muse? What about rolling my Rs?
Six ticks, I cease to practice.
The seventh thing is not given.
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4/11/15
“I only know when he
began to dance with me.
I could have danced, danced, danced all night!”2
Bryn Mawr time is plus ten minutes;
London time is plus half an hour.
After the sweat dried,
thank you points to
boxing as counterintuitive as quantum mechanics.
So strike the slippery brain
sweet on science.
On cinders and ballet slippers, really my fair lady,
Apollo’s Lady.
Pumpkins, mice, and pear cider remain
after a single baby elephant stampedes about London.
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The Whole Movement is Executed Without a Pause
Jeté en tournant:
fifth position, right foot front
slip into the soft and loud
execute a sissonne tombée to the
music swelling my involuntary nervous system
fourth position croisée into a demi-plié on the right foot,
bending the body forward,
from brain to science to sincere
coupé dessus left, throwing the right leg forward ninety degrees,
toward the refrigerator opposite of fright
making a quarter turn en dehors,
immediately spring into the air, continuing the turn to the right,
dwelling in my first time with a percussion instrument
and land on the right foot in demi-plié
excite
in attitude croisé derriere.
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My Favourite Word that Rhymes with Warm
Is tacoform.
Yellow corn, welsh rarebit, of course,
my ticket tells me the Spanish term for eating for taste,
not choreography.
Brace to let the safety out.
Before clasping with charm my six and a half inch wrist,
read the golden rabbit – he is cool and I am furry.
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Thanksgiving
Ideal Reader,
Thank you for your generosity to me and chivalry towards my discussion.
ballet lies dressage.

Between boxing and

Your events have given me so many poems which I am afraid is like drinking from both sides of
the coffee cup.
I love your fibonacci collaboration, the unfolding of Emily Galvin’s poetry with greater breadth.
Over and again I am struck by the curl of your fingers into a fist.
All the beast,
Julia and Lady
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If Number, Then Name
Begin alabamine, dakin, dorine (from longing),
helvetium, anglohelvetium, astatine (unstable).
Down the metalloid diagonal, one under iodine
the heaviest of halogens known to science, “the
only interesting story in chemistry is reactions,”
Paul Grobstein said.
Astatine hydride is metallike. Unlike the lighter halogens, it vaporizes so
readily by means of radioactive heating, the goal
is finding sufficient cooling for experimentation.
This element has part of actium, neptunium, and
uranium decay chains.
Dressage was performed,
the first day (three-day event), meaning training.
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Zeroing Event
Inside lead dating
grey thing for an ache to take
clay awaits body.
How many skin cells fall into a single piece of pottery? Be of four. It had to be bisque or biscuit
fired before glaze fired. It had to face the potter’s wheel, fortune ate it, throwing comes from
twisting or turning. Of clay, the body can dance, from Carmina Burana, red skirt and circles of
tour jetés. In earlier choreography it was greenware, it was leather-hard, it was bone-dry and fired.
Fire is a property of orange not red gemstones.
How would you tell? A body of clay it must be kneaded and wedged to remove the elements air
and water. That poetry is made of clay and hardened permanently by heat. It is ceramic-like a
nonmetallic, non-melting solid.
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Corner of Your Eye
little men waiting,
little green men multiply
like rabbits – don’t fight
All little green fluorescent rabbits come from the sea from Aequorea victoria. Albino rabbits are
the result of artificial selection by human breeders. The protein of the green fluorescent jellyfish
can be maintained through breeding. Alba, glows with a bright green light when illuminated with
blue light. The body of the rabbit is clay waiting for an ache to take inside. Alive, a lighthouse,
she is a chimerical
animal. Alien and lovable body is the example of the problem. Odo means unknown sample in
the Bajoran language. Anomaly living with humanity. Roswell, time travel, Kemocite, what is
known lies between changelings and gods. All the gods in this series are just other forms of life.
Star Trek portrays science as curiosity, as a desire for the unknown, as a discussion.
This is deep space indeed.
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